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 Our Mutual Friend, first published between May 1864 
and November 1865, was Dickens’s last attempt at a twenty-
monthly-number novel (The Mystery of Edwin Drood was 
intended to be published in twelve numbers) and, as it 
turned out, it was the last novel he completed. As such it 
would be assured of an important place in literary history, 
but in fact its position proves significant in other respects. If 
we except Trollope’s The Way We Live Now (1875), itself 
much influenced by Dickens and in particular Little Dorrit, 
Our Mutual Friend is the last major Victorian novel to deal 
with the subject of London until George Gissing’s working-
class novels of the 1880s. It is the last of those mid-Victorian 
novels in which the thematics of the city, the urban poor, 
and a divided society are prominent: Thackeray had moved 
from the satiric perspectives of Vanity Fair (1847– 8) to an 
increasingly sentimentalized and remote world in his later 
novels; Charles Kingsley had replaced the radical and urban 
themes of his early novels with the provincial and imperial-
ist ethos of Two Years Ago (1857); the radical and industrial 
settings of Mrs Gaskell had given way to the provincial Eng-
land of Wives and Daughters (1864– 6). A striking sign of 
this shift in focus of English writers was the decline of Car-
lyle’s influence after the fierce extremes of his Latter-Day 
Pamphlets (1850), though it is equally striking that Our Mu-
tual Friend is deeply influenced by Carlyle, and perhaps 
most extensively by the Latter-Day Pamphlets. But, to 
adapt the half-joking epithet used by the poet Clough, the 
reign of ‘Bishop Carlyle’ was over: the new ‘Bishop’ was to be 
‘Bishop Arnold’— Matthew Arnold, who in the 1850s himself 
abandoned the restiveness of the lyric poet for the role of 
cultural essayist. A new generation of writers had new stan-
dards. Trollope satirized Dickens and Carlyle as ‘Mr Popular 

Sentiment’ and ‘Mr Pessimist Anticant’ in the first of his 
great series of provincial Barsetshire novels, The Warden 
(1855). George Eliot, in her important essay ‘The Natural 
History of German Life’ (1856), criticized Dickens for ‘en-
couraging the miserable fallacy that high morality and re-
fined sentiment can grow out of harsh social relations, igno-
rance, and want; or that the working-classes are in a condi-
tion to enter at once into a millenial state of altruism, 
wherein everyone is caring for everyone else, and no one for 
himself.’1 Reviewing Our Mutual Friend, the young Henry 
James detected flagging inspiration and, like George Eliot, a 
complete want of ‘nature’.2 The provincial novels of Trollope 
and George Eliot, the fiction of Henry James, the culture of 
Arnold, together with the writings of Mill (who was occa-
sionally disgusted by Dickens), were the distinctive repre-
sentatives of the new ethos of high Victorianism, that ‘mid-
dle class affair’, as Bernard Shaw was to call it. 

 Dickens’s personal life in the years leading up to Our 
Mutual Friend had not been easy. His marriage had broken 
up, he had an affair, if it can be called that, with the young 
actress Ellen Lawless Ternan; he was beset with a pervasive 
restlessness; long-standing friendships, such as that with 
John Forster, had weakened; and old friends had died 
(among them Frank Stone in 1859, Thackeray in 1863, and 
John Leech during the writing of Our Mutual Friend). All 
these things had their effect. It would not be an exaggeration 
to say that with an increased sense of the passage of time 
and even the approach of death, Dickens had broken with 
his deeply felt attachment to respectable married domestic-

                                                   
1   ‘The Natural History of German Life’, Essays of George Eliot, ed. 

Thomas Pinney (New York: Columbia University Press, 1963), p. 272. 

2   James’s review is given in Dickens: the Critical Heritage, ed. 
Philip Collins (London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1971), pp. 469– 73. 
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ity and had chosen (whatever the particulars of his behav-
iour) passion and freedom. It was also some years since he 
had practised the twenty-number novel, and he confessed to 
a certain apprehension: ‘Strange to say, I felt at first quite 
dazed in getting back to the large canvas and the big 
brushes.’3 Little Dorrit, published in 1855– 7, was the previ-
ous twenty-number novel. Since then, Dickens had written 
two shorter novels, A Tale of Two Cities (1859) and Great 
Expectations (1860– 1), major achievements certainly, but 
employing a smaller range of characters, and set in the past: 
the former in the period of the French Revolution, the latter 
in the 1820s when Dickens was a child. In these works, and 
in the deeply disturbed and memory-haunted collection of 
essays, The Uncommercial Traveller, Dickens tapped back 
into the depth of his experience. The sense of social disquiet 
remained: in the revolutionary background to A Tale of Two 
Cities; in Pip’s dream, after the injustice of Magwitch’s re-
sentencing, of being bound to a machine or bricked into a 
wall; in the troubled explorations of the desperate poverty of 
the East End in An Uncommercial Traveller (explorations 
which had their effect on Our Mutual Friend). But there was 
also the increased sense of personal isolation and of the 
depth and mystery of the self in A Tale of Two Cities; the 
exposure of the child Pip to raw experience in the opening 
chapters of Great Expectations; the evocations of night-
walking, memory, and death by drowning in The Uncom-
mercial Traveller. New notes of the subterranean, the pri-
vate, the elemental enter into the writing. Our Mutual 
Friend is Dickens’s attempt to bring such new notes into the 
large multi-plotted novel that deals with the state of con-
temporary society. Dickens’s great novels of social criticism 

                                                   
3   Letter to Wilkie Collins, 24 Jan. 1864, The Letters of Charles 

Dickens, ed. Walter Dexter (London: Nonesuch Press, 1938), vol. 3, pp. 
378– 9. 

move between the two poles of satirizing the existing, unsat-
isfactory state of society and charting the possible emer-
gence of a new and better community. Carlyle had written in 
Past and Present that ‘our life is not a mutual helpfulness; 
but rather, cloaked under due laws-of-war, named “fair 
competition” and so forth, it is a mutual hostility’ (bk. 3, ch. 
2). At the centre of Dickens’s fiction there is always the con-
cern for our ‘mutuality’, for our capacity for real community. 
In Our Mutual Friend he began this search for community 
from an intensified perception of both our psychological 
depths and our social dispersal. 

 The first ideas for Our Mutual Friend appear in Dick-
ens’s Book of Memoranda in the years in which he was 
completing Little Dorrit. Among the ‘general titles’ he con-
sidered were ‘The Grindstone’, ‘Rokesmith’s Forge’, ‘The 
Cinder Heap’, ‘Two Generations’, ‘Broken Crockery’, ‘Dust’, 
‘The Young Person’, ‘My Neighbour’, ‘The Children of the 
Fathers’, ‘No Thoroughfare’, ‘Co’, and ‘Our Mutual Friend’. 
The repressive philistinism of Podsnap, which came to be 
called ‘Podsnappery’, was a major part of Dickens’s idea 
from early on, and two pages before in the Book of Memo-
randa he had noted ‘— And by denying a thing, supposes 
that he altogether puts it out of existence’— an entry which 
he later marked off with the words ‘Done in Podsnap’.4This 
early emphasis on Podsnappery suggests that Dickens was 
again considering putting at the centre of a work an imper-
sonal institution like the Dombey or the Gradgrind homes, 
or the Court of Chancery, or the Marshalsea Prison. 

 The achievement of the great novels of Dickens’s middle 
years lies in part (it is a familiar critical theme) in their sym-
bolic organization, the central symbol standing for an 

                                                   
4   Charles Dickens’ Book of Memoranda, ed. Fred Kaplan (New 
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ossified social system: indeed, Dickens’s fiction represents 
one of the first major modern perceptions of social system. 
The sheer power of these systems-symbols increasingly 
dominates the life of the novels. That, of course, is Dickens’s 
point, but it represents as well a problem for his art: the 
problem of representing processes of change. A little hope 
guides the better and luckier characters out of the fog of 
Chancery. Hard Times offers a solution in terms of personal 
and social sympathy that the agonized alienation of the cen-
tral characters renders simplistic. Little Dorrit, which cen-
tres on a fundamental and, for Dickens, personally, charged 
symbol of entrapment, the prison, enacts a return to, even a 
preference for, a state of imprisonment— it is pervasive, as 
the diminished energies of the novel’s action suggest. 

 In the interim between the completion of Little Dorrit 
and the composition of Our Mutual Friend it was not merely 
personal problems and age that troubled Dickens. Gissing at 
one point asks us to consider that poverty was a permanent 
presence in Dickens’s time. Dickens had begun his career 
denouncing his society’s failure to address poverty and 
nothing had changed: at the time of Our Mutual Friend 
homeless people were dying of starvation in the streets of 
London at a reported rate of two or three a week. The East 
End workhouses were nightmarish. Poverty enters every-
where into Our Mutual Friend— not just in the vigorous de-
nunciations of Betty Higden’s fate, but deeply embedded in 
the imagery of waste and exposure, which focuses in the 
dust heaps. It contributes to the theme of plumbing the 
depths of self and society, a theme enacted, for instance, in 
the career of Bradley Headstone and in the repeated depar-
tures of Eugene and Mortimer from the bourgeois dinner 
table or their own rooms to a darker and socially lower 
world— departures from which there is finally no return. 

 At the same time, Society with a capital S seemed to be 
growing still less caring and responsible. The satire on 

Merdle in Little Dorrit was written at the beginning of what 
has been called the Limited Liability Mania, which, fuelled 
by shipments of gold from the Australian goldfields, ex-
tended well into the mid-1860s, reaching a temporary apo-
gee just before the crash of the great financial house of 
Overend, Gurney, in 1866. The early numbers of Volume 17 
of Household Words, which covers the period immediately 
after the publication of Little Dorrit, contain two articles by 
John Holingshead. The first, ‘The City of Unlimited Paper’, 
imagines firms like ‘Collaps, Vortex and Docket’, the ‘New 
Babylonia— the hideous nightmare— the paper monster’, 
‘streets of carcasses, with awful gulfs and pitfalls of cellars’, 
‘the home of the rag-picker and the tramp; silent and awful 
as a city of the dead’. The second, ‘All Night on the Monu-
ment’, sees the New Year beginning with the ‘puppet men’ 
returning to the ‘whirling vortex of work, of speculation, and 
of trade’. At times in the late 1850s and 1860s, London must 
have seemed like New York before Black Monday in October 
1987 — the bubbles of Wall Street glittering over the desola-
tion of the suburbs of poverty. For Dickens’s art, here were 
delusive and glaring surfaces to set against the depths. In his 
own restless pursuit of American gold, his fast-lane public 
life of readings, ‘public speechifying, private eating and 
drinking’, he may have felt that he too was implicated in his 
age, and, like some of his characters, notably Eugene, ex-
perienced ‘an inexpressible longing after quiet and my own 
pursuits’.5 The international situation was disturbing, too: 
the threat to peace of the American Civil War, the war of 
1864 between Denmark and Prussia, a year of humiliation 
for England, which threatened Prussia and then backed 
down— it was a decade of English bluster, as Arnold sug-
gested in ‘My Countrymen’, and Dickens through the chau-
vinism of Mr Podsnap. 

                                                   
5   15 May 1864, 17 June 1864, Letters, ed. Dexter, vol. 3, pp. 389, 
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 Dickens’s long-standing impatience with the institutions 
of Christianity was intensifying: ‘As to the Church, my 
friend, I am sick of it’, he wrote in a letter to W. F. Cerjat— 
one of a number of such complaints.6 Science meanwhile 
was spelling out a message that was at once disturbing and 
curiously stimulating. It was becoming increasingly clear 
that Dickens’s imagination was affected by the science of his 
day, and not just in isolated details such as the Megalosau-
rus in the first chapter of Bleak House. Household Words 
and its successor All the Year Round carry numerous arti-
cles on science and technology. Certain themes can be dis-
cerned. There is the series of Household Words articles on 
animalcules, the tiny organisms revealed by the microscope 
that live a micro-life of apparent whirling anarchy, as vio-
lently and weirdly animated as objects so notably are in the 
descriptions in early Dickens novels and are to be again in 
Our Mutual Friend. There are the numerous articles on evo-
lution (including a review of The Origin of Species, 1859) 
and on prehistoric monsters, which are reflected in the im-
agery in Our Mutual Friend of the ‘depths, long ago’ and the 
predatory creatures of the Dismal Swamp of bk. 1, ch. 17. A 
series of articles published between 1862 and 1864 in All the 
Year Round discusses the history of the idea of the four 
elements— water, earth, air, and fire— in the light of mod-
ern scientific findings. Although Our Mutual Friend does 
not owe its imagery of the four elements to these articles, 
the physical world, the world of things, is more present in it 
than in any of Dickens’s other novels. His awareness of the 
science of the day added to the darkness, but also to the 
freedom of the novel’s world: its territory is less moralized 
and familiar than that of earlier novels. The great organizing 
symbols of his earlier works— Chancery, Gradgrindery, 
Marshalsea— are images not simply of social system but of 

                                                   
6   25 Oct. 1864, ibid., p. 402. 

universal system. Bleak House pessimistically examines the 
fundamental Christian plot of judgement and the reign of 
righteousness; Hard Times not only rejects the world as de-
scribed and produced by utilitarianism, but explores the op-
position between mechanical and vital (an exploration that 
continues in Our Mutual Friend); the prison in Little Dorrit 
is only too clearly the prison-house of life as well as of soci-
ety. Our Mutual Friend similarly represents the universe as 
a system, but it suggests the possibility of a freer and more 
vital system. 

 This can be seen by tracing the development of the ideas 
for Our Mutual Friend in the Book of Memoranda. The 
1855 entries consider the possibility of focusing on a system 
such as Podsnappery and introduce elements of the Harmon 
plot, but it was not until 1862 that Dickens, perhaps influ-
enced by the renewed exploration of the riverside world of 
the East End recorded in The Uncommercial Traveller, 
brought together the dusty Harmon world with the river-
side. Dust and water establish the novel’s organizing ele-
mental imagery, fire and air follow, representing (it might 
be said) human volition and the void (many of the outdoor 
scenes are set at night). Concurrently, Dickens spreads the 
action out from the city’s dark centre (with the river running 
through the midst of it) across the enlarged suburban Lon-
don of the 1860s, creating a world of distances, journeyings, 
privacies, and strange connections. Into this romantic 
world, passionate and open to the dark, charged and poten-
tially transformative, Dickens introduces the frothy bubbles 
of Veneering and other financial speculations. Even the so-
lidities of Podsnappery, though they dominate politically, do 
not dominate the text, representing only formations within a 
fluctuating system of imagery. 

 From this perspective the significance of some of the 
novel’s characterization and action can be perceived. 
Deirdre David has rightly observed that in the novel’s sys-
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tem of outcomes, those who will self-transformation are 
punished, those who do not are rewarded with it. Thus Bella 
gets all the material rewards by becoming a docile wife, and 
Lizzie achieves fulfilment by wanting nothing for herself, 
while those who will new selves, notably Bradley and Char-
ley, are rejected. Ideologically this emerges as a disguised 
conservatism.7 While there is considerable truth in this 
view, it should also be recognized that willed self-
transformation is being read against an imperative to de-
scend into a dynamic and transforming flux where connec-
tions with the depths of the self and the whole of society are 
possible. The novel characterizes the willed self as the erec-
tion of a façade and the choice for limited sympathy: ex-
treme expressions of this choice are represented in the va-
rieties of selfishness of Fledgeby, Lammle, and Wegg. In-
stead, what is proposed is the abandonment of self to void, 
unconscious, connection, mutuality, spirit. The alternatives 
are dramatically enacted when the villainous waterside 
character, Riderhood, nearly drowns in the Thames in bk. 3, 
ch. 3. While he exists only as a threatened spark of life the 
assembled community at the Six Jolly Fellowship Porters 
can feel empathy with him. But, as they rightly suspect, even 
the experience of being close to death will not separate him 
from his unshakeable ego. He awakes as his old self and to 
their restored hostility. 

 The schoolteacher Bradley Headstone and his pupil 
Charley Hexam are further instances of the cost of self-
willed identity. Dickens shows that Bradley and Charley are 
but the latest representatives of the old Podsnappian system 
of self and selfishness. To this he prefers what might be 
called a more open game. Eugene, the foil to Bradley, is a 
sympathetic version of a kind of character— cynical, adrift, 

                                                   
7   Deirdre David, Fictions of Resolution in Three Victorian Novels 

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1981). 

sexually hungry— much criticized in earlier novels: Steer-
forth in David Copperfield and Harthouse in Hard Times 
are his forerunners. Eugene’s errancies are registered, but 
Dickens seems to prefer him to Bradley precisely because he 
is not fixed in a self that he has willed into existence, and 
similarly, Bradley appears more sympathetic when the erup-
tion of his repressed emotions cuts him off from his respect-
able identity. Both characters are more attractive than Char-
ley, who is subject to no violent or wayward passions. 

 The positive characters in Dickens’s novels, those who 
together emerge as a counter-community, are usually drawn 
from those who are not important in Society’s view, but un-
til Our Mutual Friend the circle had never been drawn so 
widely and so much from the social margins. At one level the 
gathering together of this circle of favoured characters sug-
gests a great psychological integration: Lizzie contributes 
imagination; Eugene and Mortimer bring langour, cynicism, 
a wide if disparate reading, and, in Eugene’s case, a latent 
fierce energy; the crippled child of an alcoholic provides that 
important Dickensian quality, fancy; Harmon brings the 
profound experience of exile; the illiterate Boffins bring a 
capacity for child-like joy; Bella and Lizzie, importantly, 
represent a stronger feminity than is usually affirmed in 
Dickens; Twemlow, a residue of grace; Riah, a modern-day 
wandering Jew, the experience of the righteous spirit in ex-
ile. Compared to the conclusions of earlier novels, such as 
Bleak House or Little Dorrit, a greater part is allotted here 
to energy, vigour, and joy, even when those qualities have a 
darker side. It is as though Dickens has successfully sepa-
rated spirituality from mere passivity. The dolls’ dressmaker 
Jenny Wren illustrates this, especially if we contrast her 
with Little Nell, Florence Dombey, or Amy Dorrit. She could 
have been a figure of uncomplicated pathos, but instead, 
along with her visions of angels, she has a strange, fierce 
beauty and a penetrating intelligence; in her relations with 
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her drunken father, she does not repudiate her anger, she 
outgrows it. 

 Dickens’s art is premissed on the possibility of social 
change. This is one of the sources of his greatness, though it 
also tempts him to the facile, optimistic happy ending. But 
Dickens’s society had not provided the happy ending, and 
nor would it— as Gissing’s novels were amply to testify. The 
assumption behind much of Dickens’s early fiction and 
journalism— the community of radical novelist and reform-
ing public— could no longer be invested with the same 
hopefulness. The radical period of the Victorian middle 
classes had passed, and, correspondingly, the poor pass out 
of Victorian fiction. In The Warden and Barchester Towers, 
Trollope substitutes a few misguided alms-house inhabi-
tants for the rural poor; George Eliot creates a ‘Shakespear-
ean’ yeomanry in Adam Bede. Dickens tries to bring his 
novel’s deeper processes into the conventionalities of a 
happy and socially promising ending. Podsnappery is damp-
ened, the Veneerings are dismissed to Calais; the immediate 
inequities of the Poor Law that Dickens denounces were, in-
deed, reformed. Eugene is subject to a maiming act of vio-
lence and a fierce baptism in the Thames; the word ‘mar-
riage’ then becomes the message of Jenny’s fancy and ex-
presses Eugene’s deeper self; and the classes are brought 
together as he and Lizzie are united. To suggest a golden 
and effective goodness in ordinary English people Dickens 
has the Boffins triumph over the sordid effects of wealth. 
Boffin thwarts the machinations of the wooden Silas Wegg, 
and, in a truly ‘friendly move’, soothes all the hurts of John 
Harmon’s childhood and rewards Bella (though at the cost 
of trivializing her). Thus the evil legacy of the past, repre-
sented by the will of Old Harmon, is defeated. The inade-
quacy and artificiality of these arrangements do not, how-
ever, conceal the novel’s deep radiance and joy at its escape 
from the world of the birds of prey down a long lane and to-
wards a turning. Our Mutual Friend is Dickens’s most uto-

pian and anti-gnomian novel: it eludes even its own conclu-
sions as it seeks, like Mortimer at the end of the book, to 
fare to the Temple, gaily. 

 Dickens, and the group of younger writers who were 
associated with him at this time, saw themselves and were 
seen in opposition to a prevailing trend. The advocates of 
the ‘realism’ best represented by Trollope and George Eliot 
branded the school of Dickens, Wilkie Collins, Charles 
Reade, and others as ‘sensationalist’. The term has many 
levels of meaning and has been much explored: its implica-
tions include an excess of sentiment, violence, excitement, 
and political and social extremes, but perhaps the funda-
mental criticism is that ‘sensationalism’ was an offence to 
probability, ordinary human affairs, ‘nature’, as George Eliot 
and Henry James describe it. Dickens’s account of Pods-
nap’s taste in literature is a satire on the critics of ’sensa-
tionalism’. Podsnap would have literature ‘descriptive of 
getting up at eight, shaving close at a quarter-past, break-
fasting at nine, going to the City at ten, coming home at half-
past five, and dining at seven…. Nothing else To Be— any-
where!’ (bk. 1, ch. 11). An All the Year Round article, critical 
of the ‘loud cry of “Sensational!” ’, argued that ‘life has its 
tremendous passes of anguish and crime, as well as its little 
joys and little sorrows— its strange adventures and vicissi-
tudes, as well as its daily progresses from Brixton to the 
Bank, and from the Bank back again to Brixton’.8 Dickens 
wanted to keep the novel open, as Our Mutual Friend is, to 
the range and intensities of individual and social experience. 

 The cause, however, was to be immediately lost. Dick-
ens’s circle of young men (G. A. Sala, for instance) hardened 
their style into a mechanically animated journalese and the 
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fiction of Wilkie Collins and Charles Reade became domi-
nated by facts and argumentation. Boffin the Golden Dust-
man appears, transformed into a shining young man, in 
William Morris’s Marxist utopia, News from Nowhere 
(1891), but for Gissing, succeeding Dickens as the novelist or 
the urban poor, much of Dickens’s approach was simply im-
possible: his comedy; his playful transformations of the ob-
jective world; his sentiment; above all, his hopefulness. 
Gissing the naturalist had accepted the positivist account of 
nature of George Eliot’s generation, though he saw it more 
bleakly and deterministically. In Our Mutual Friend Dick-
ens had faced a crisis akin to that which naturalism faces: 
loss of social direction and meaning, a Darwinian universe, 
and a pessimistic physics. This crisis had stimulated him to 
provide a richer and more open field, but none of his solu-
tions were available to Gissing’s generation. Dickens’s sci-
ence was archaic even at the time of his writing. He em-
ployed the four elements in Our Mutual Friend even as All 
the Year Round’s science articles were discussing their 
redundancy. At key moments in the novel, such as the night 
of Gaffer’s death (bk. 1, ch. 14), he uses the image of the 
spark of life, or vital force, to suggest that the central 
impulses in human beings can be independent of the 
depressing tendency of their circumstances. But this 
‘vitalism’, as the underlying scientific theory was called, had 
become bad science. One of the All the Year Round articles 
on the elements, a report of the lecture by Professor Tyndall, 
had declared for the mechanism of volition: ‘The strong will 
… can create nothing!’9 Lizzie, the most important 
representative of this idea in the novel, is an excellent 
example of what George Eliot thought sentimental in 
Dickens’s presentation of the poor: ‘the miserable fallacy 
that high morality and refined sentiment can grow out of 
harsh social relations’. Dickens’s characters have the 
                                                   

9   ‘Heat and Work’, All the Year Round, 14 (5 Aug. 1865), 32. 

Dickens’s characters have the capacity for sunny goodness 
and for surprising change: in the view of his successors they 
are unrealistic, belonging to the world of the fairy tale, not 
to that of the modern intellect. 

 Or, at least, the modern intellect of the 1880s. For it is 
easier today to recognize and accept the consciously creative 
element in Our Mutual Friend. For instance, the novel pro-
vides a number of figures of the artist: all of those who 
transform waste for a living, and most notably the comic 
and pathetically limited taxidermist Venus and the weirdly 
fanciful and satirical Jenny Wren. These characters are con-
trasted with those who are intent on creating a deceptive fa-
çade— the Veneerings, Fledgeby, the Lammles— and with 
those who are intent on seeing through to the ‘facts’. Where 
Lizzie, staring at the fire, sees possibility, Charley (who is 
acquiring a nineteenth-century education) sees only the 
coals and a skeleton-like brazier (bk. 1, ch. 3). In a novel in 
which modes of vision and representation (eyes, mirrors, 
appearance generally) are emphasized, the first chapter pro-
vides, in Gaffer, the most powerful image of the uncreative 
eye: ‘there was no clue to what he looked for, but he looked 
for something with a most intent and searching gaze’. 

 The novel’s theme of books, education, print, and paper 
has been widely noticed.10 It points to the literariness of the 
basic organization of the novel. Its plots of transformation 
belong to the Bible (the motif of baptism, for instance) and 
to the fairy tales that Jenny loves (as the Boffins are fairy 
godparents to John and Bella), at a point when the former 
was becoming as divorced from literal interpretation as the 
latter. 

                                                   
10   Notably by Richard Altick, ‘Education, Print and Paper in Our 

Mutual Friend’, Nineteenth-Century Literary Perspectives: Essays in 
Honour of Lionel Stevenson, ed. Clyde de L. Ryals (Durham, North 
Carolina: Duke University Press, 1984). 
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 The novel’s elemental imagery had been transformed 
into fiction by the progress of science: the world Dickens 
created was both elemental and fictional. Dust heaps and 
the river represent the elements into which we finally de-
scend, but are also rich sources of text. We have only to 
think of all the traditional connotations of both: that all men 
come to dust was a classical as well as a biblical idea; the 
river as a river of life is an inescapable association. To use a 
term from semiotics, the landscape in Our Mutual Friend is 
hugely ‘preliterated’: it is as much an evocation of a tradition 
of texts as a representation of the objective world. Similarly, 
the novel’s theme of waste recycled can be read as a declara-
tion of ‘intertextuality’, of how the new text is built up out of 
pieces of the old. If Dickens’s emphasis on going down to the 
depths recalls the recommendation in Conrad’s Lord Jim, 
‘in the destructive element immerse’, in Our Mutual Friend 
that element is not only elementally but linguistically vital. 
Our Mutual Friend is set in our modern, used, semi-urban, 
elemental language-world. It is there, Dickens seems to 
say,that we must dig for our lives. As a Household Words 
writer remarked of the Thames dredgermen, ‘They pick up a 
living, nobody knows how, out of the mud and soppy tim-
bers, as men will pick up livings from every refuse; as a 
teeming population and an advanced population only can 
have such livings to be picked up.’11 The heirs of Our Mutual 
Friend are not just Gissing’s novels of the urban poor, but 
the consciously creative, richly allusive texts produced by 
the modernists. T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land, for instance, 
drew its first title and perhaps aspects of its symbolic or-
ganization from Dickens’s novel. Another of the early 
modernists, Virginia Woolf, helps make the point. She wrote 
in a diary: ‘This appalling narrative business of the realists: 
getting on from lunch to dinner; it is false, unreal, merely 
                                                   

11   ‘Powder Dick and his Train’, Household Words, 7 (7 May 1853), 
236. 

ting on from lunch to dinner; it is false, unreal, merely con-
ventional.’ Of all Dickens’s novels, Our Mutual Friend most 
successfully transcends the limitations of realism: it is closer 
to the creativity of Joyce’s Ulysses than to the cold eye of 
Gissing’s fiction. In it, Dickens anticipates the rich linguistic 
textuality of modernist writing. He also, in his continuing 
political commitment, suggests how such resources can be 
employed in our unending search for mutuality. 
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